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After signi cant losses in the last election cycle, the Kansas Democratic Party has had
some soul searching to do. What direction should the party take? With the 2015
legislative session, a record breaker, in the books the party is still looking for a
message that will resonate with the people. In light of that, the party commissioned
REBLOGGED BY
eld focus groups where members of the party were encouraged to attend and discuss
the issues that motivated them.
Kansas & Missouri
Meanwhile, an outside consulting group, una liated with the party, Smoky Hill
Kossacks
(/blogs/Kansas%20Missouri%20Kossacks)
Strategies, commissioned PPP to conduct polling research and data. The two groups
have reached signi cantly di erent points of discussion. Smoky Hill Strategies looks at
the data and believes now is the time to ght for progressive issues. State Party
TAGS
Leadership has announced to the press an intent to rebrand, deciding to make the
party more conservative.
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Kansas Democratic State Party Chair Larry Meeker took to The Pitch today to explain
why the rebranding:
http://www.pitch.com/... (http://www.pitch.com/kansascity/kansas-democrats-areseeing-red-but-not-for-the-reasons-youd-expect/Content?oid=5471186)

Instead of referring to the statewide party as the staid Kansas
Democratic Party, they may start calling themselves Red State
Democrats.
That's the idea promulgated by new KDP Chairman Larry Meeker, the
former Lake Quivira mayor and banker who took over for Joan Wagnon
in March. Meeker got the nod over former Kansas Rep. Dennis
McKinney, a western Kansas Democrat who didn't want the job.
"It's a statement of predicament," Meeker tells The Pitch. "We'd
like to be blue or purple, but it's a statement about our
conservatism. We're scally conservative."

Share this
article

This comes as little shock to Kansans who have heard the stump speech. In an
appearance at the Kansas Federated Democratic Women's Club annual gathering, the
state party chair took time to address the audience:
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Let's be honest: if we were in California, we'd likely be Republicans. We

Fwww.dailykos.com%2Fstory%2F2015%2F8%2F19%2F1413480%2F-Kansas-Democratic-Party-

are not as liberal as Republicans make us out to be.

Considers-Not-Being-Democrats-While-New-Poll-Suggests-A-Di erentc+Party+Considers+Not+Being+Democrats%2C+While+New+Poll+Suggests+A+Di erent+Path)

The speech, which highlighted what people in Turkey thought about the state of
Kansas, as well as a discussion of a new way forward should have been the signal to
many of us that the idea of rebranding the Democratic Party was gaining ground.
Committee meetings and focus groups gathered with the concept of potentially
changing the state party name, dropping "Kansas Democratic Party" and instead
moving to "Red State Democrat Party".
In one focus group in Wichita, attending party members were asked: "What issues do
you think the party could/should be more conservative regarding?" This question
caused several attendees, including a state representative to balk: "What is this?" The
concept of adopting conservative ideas in order to make a candidate acceptable
seemed to y in the face of what most activists believed about the party.
The concept was problematic on multiple fronts; by adopting the moniker "Democrat"
instead of "Democratic" for a party name, organization leaders worried that the party
is accepting the Rush Limbaugh type terminology; and including "Red State" but
dropping "Kansas" seems to open up the argument that Kansas Democrats don't love
their state enough to invoke the name.
The idea to rebadge the party, however, was shelved after several meetings and
instead, I'm told, a way to "rebrand the party message" was adopted. This rebranding
would not change the state party name, but rather it would just change the outward
PR: We are Red-State Democrats.
While the Kansas Democratic Party voiced the idea that we were actually California
Republicans, Smoky Hill Strategies put forward data with a much di erent message:
no, if we were in California we'd still be Democrats.. we'd just win much more often.
In a poll conducted by PPP with a survey strength of 1,217 respondents, Kansas Voters
don't seem to be as enamored with the idea of embracing an austerity/conservative
viewpoint as the Democratic Party Chair thinks.

(http://images.dailykos.com/images/159920/lightbox/Polling-Response.jpg?
1439997709)
The polling data provided by Smoky Hill Strategies, with a sample of 50% (R), 28% (D),
22% Una liated shows that Kansas Residents are largely unhappy with the direction of
the state, and that several issues that feed into progressive values are quite popular.
Medicaid Expansion? Yes. Lowering of the regressive sales tax? Yes.
Some social issues polled higher than even advocates expected, with 67% of the public
favoring the expansion of Body Cameras.
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While the polling data suggests the party needs to become far more direct in order to
motivate voters who stayed home in 2014, the o cial party approach appears to be
trending another direction. In a speech before the Douglas County Democratic Party,
the party chair informed the audience:

We have to nd ways to adopt a message that grows our party with
conservatives who want to vote with us but may disagree with us here
and there.

It has taken some time, but the Kansas Democratic Party looks prepared to embark on
promoting a message. Unfortunately for many Kansas Democrats, that message looks
far too much like a white ag of surrender in the adoption of unpopular conservative
talking points.
Kansas Democrats will host DemoFest, an annual meeting this weekend in Wichita, KS.
The event may end up being a gathering of competing ideas. Smoky Hill Strategies has
reserved a large ballroom in order to present a "Progressive Pavilion" which will
feature campaigns, advocacy groups, and three main events: a 9:30AM State of the
State Brie ng, a 1:30PM meeting to discuss the PPP Poll and the direction of
Democratic Messaging for 2016, and a 5PM DailyKos Connect! Unite! Act! event, where
video clips and an update on the growth of the party into the remainder of Kansas is
announced.
The question that will task many who attend this weekend is likely to be: which path is
right for the future of what was once the Kansas Democratic Party?
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(/user/Chris Reeves)
Chris Reeves (/user/Chris Reeves) Aug 19 · 11:08:25 AM (/comments/1413480/57331018#comment_57331018)

We Cannot be the Republican-Light Party!
Recommended 90 times

[new]

(/user/ksliberal1)
ksliberal1 (/user/ksliberal1)

Chris Reeves

Aug 19 · 01:37:50 PM (/comments/1413480/57333100#comment_57333100)

Thank You For your work on the survey and for speaking out and standing up, as you do
all the time.
I see you working hard. I am joining you. (And I am sorry that it has taken me so long)
Recommended 6 times

[new]

(/user/TomP)
TomP (/user/TomP) Aug 19 · 11:13:40 AM (/comments/1413480/57331081#comment_57331081)

Sad to see. No wonder they lose to folks like Brownback.
Just call us the softer Pig Party.
Fuck them.
Recommended 38 times

[new]

(/user/Nebraska68847Dem)
Nebraska68847Dem (/user/Nebraska68847Dem)
Aug 19 · 11:15:08 AM (/comments/1413480/57331111#comment_57331111)

"How to win against conservatives." Become conservatives.
Dumb, dumb, and dumber.
Recommended 41 times

[new]

(/user/JBL55)
JBL55 (/user/JBL55)

Nebraska68847Dem

Aug 19 · 12:05:06 PM (/comments/1413480/57331796#comment_57331796)

More than that: Become more conservative than conservatives.
Dumbest.
Recommended 9 times
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Nebraska68847Dem

Aug 19 · 12:48:41 PM (/comments/1413480/57332405#comment_57332405)

Here's my take on how to run against republicans in Kansas. Run progressives as
republicans against republicans. Who gives a shit about a brand. We should be focusing
on the message and results. This is how to get rid of these knuckle-draggers once and for
all.
Recommended 3 times
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Nebraska68847Dem

Aug 19 · 03:13:21 PM (/comments/1413480/57334522#comment_57334522)

KDP's trophy case isn't quite Jayhawks basketball! Their history of strategy is piled
high with failure. This event is proof they are the most incompetent campaigners in the
US.
The last 50 years of statewide failure(with an emphasis on the last 25) in Kansas is enough
to convict the KDP of incompetence in a courtroom.
They should stop making decisions as a matter of self-preservation!
Recommended 0 times
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(/user/Je W)
Je W (/user/Je W) Aug 19 · 11:15:25 AM (/comments/1413480/57331115#comment_57331115)

Dumbass Blue Dogs... ...why not roll over and play dead?
Recommended 23 times

[new]

(/user/JBL55)
JBL55 (/user/JBL55)

Je W Aug 19 · 12:06:06 PM (/comments/1413480/57331814#comment_57331814)

Didn't they get last November's memo? If memory serves, the Blue Dogs didn't fare so
good.
Recommended 6 times

[new]

(/user/AnnieR)
AnnieR (/user/AnnieR) Aug 19 · 11:22:40 AM (/comments/1413480/57331224#comment_57331224)

Obviously the Democrats in Kansas haven't heard about low turn out among Democrats in o
years. Will somebody please tell them before they do something really stupid?
Recommended 19 times

[new]

(/user/KingofSmoke)
KingofSmoke (/user/KingofSmoke) Aug 19 · 11:25:21 AM (/comments/1413480/57331262#comment_57331262)

if that's their game they would be better of becoming republicans and changing that party from
the inside. this has no chance of working out well
Recommended 15 times
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(/user/a2nite)
a2nite (/user/a2nite) Aug 19 · 11:28:29 AM (/comments/1413480/57331303#comment_57331303)

They wanna win; they need a Bernie Sanders message.
Recommended 15 times
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Aug 19 · 03:21:53 PM (/comments/1413480/57334665#comment_57334665)

This will alienate many and open doors for Bernie Obama won the Kansas caucus with
74% of the vote. It was the caucus states like Kansas where he took Hillary by surprise.
If Bernie is still in it by the time of the Kansas caucus then the nomination is in his reach
and HRC's lack of e ort in all 50 states will blow up in her face again.
Recommended 0 times

(/user/occupystephanie)
occupystephanie (/user/occupystephanie) Aug 19 · 11:31:48 AM (/comments/1413480/57331352#comment_57331352)

Most overt sign of where the DNC has been heading.
In Colorado, there was a huge snow storm when they caucused to put together their platform.
Seems like a larger majority of the progressive members showed up and passed a really
progressive platform.
Maybe we need more snowstorms. Or we might need party leaders who do not abandon the
tradition of being a party for the people rather than a party that just wants to pander for votes.
Recommended 28 times
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Gene Garman (/user/Gene Garman)

occupystephanie

Aug 19 · 12:36:04 PM (/comments/1413480/57332228#comment_57332228)

I have absolutely no idea as to whom is the current Kansas Democratic State Chair.
Regardless, is our current Kansas Democratic Party leadership actually unaware of for
what the Democratic Party is about traditionally and politically, as distinguished from the
Republican Chamber of Commerce Religion Right Party? Frankly, are the principles of
Kansas Democrats not be well known by the majority of Kansas Democrats? Okay, allow
me to rst de ne the Republican Chamber of Commerce Religion Right Party, Oh, I just did
and have done it twice: the Republican Party is dominated by the Kansas Chamber of
Commerce and the Religion Right! Hello? Therefore, in political terms, these are the terms
by which all Democrats should refer to the Republican Chamber of Commerce Religion
Right Party! It is the same coalition of "money changers" and "religionists" which existed in
the time of Jesus! Do some of you not read the Bible? This political link has existed for
thousands of years. The political opposition to the Democratic Party in Kansas is the
Chamber of Commerce and the Religion Right!

Who am I? I am a long time registered Democrat and precinct committeeman who has
twice been on the ballot for Kansas State Senate, Montgomery and Crawford County. I
walk my precinct door to door every election passing out handout regarding ALL
Democrats on the Crawford County ballot. In the 2012 General Election, Obama, Tobias,
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and I were all on the ballot in Crawford and Cherokee counties in Southeast Kansas. We all
three lost by the basic same percentage (41 to 45) of the vote in those two counties,
regardless of whom we were or of how much time and money each of us spent in those
two counties.

What am I saying? It is way past time for the Kansas State Democratic Party leadership to
comprehend the ancient political distinction between the Democratic Party and the
Republican Party, to appear in every Kansas county, to communicate routinely with every
Democratic precinct committeeperson, and to lead a de ned and aggressive campaign in
preparation for the 2016 election. There are signi cant and clearly state distinctions
between the Democratic and the Republican Party! Hello?

Gene Garman, Democratic Precinct Committeeman
Crawford County
P.O. Box 1482
Pittsburg, KS 66762
Recommended 10 times
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Aug 19 · 03:33:24 PM (/comments/1413480/57334846#comment_57334846)

Thank you for your commitment to run even though the Party clearly does
not have the back of candidates. It seems to me that the KDP has decided it is
better to chase the Governorship and sacri ce the State House and Senate.
This surrendering message the KDP is putting forward only further entrenches
the GOP, in o ce and public mindset. How do you tell people to get out and vote
when the Party's public face is "Vote for us because both parties are the same!"
The KDP is in need of some serious changeover.
Recommended 2 times
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occupystephanie

Aug 19 · 12:49:54 PM (/comments/1413480/57332419#comment_57332419)

Too many local leaders are more concerned with their positions than they are in
promoting an agenda. I've seen it over, and over again.
Change is seldom, if ever, welcomed, especially by conservatives.
Recommended 3 times
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Aug 19 · 09:59:58 PM (/comments/1413480/57339903#comment_57339903)

And we have conservatives in the Democrat Party who are quite comfortable
there.
Time to go!
Recommended 1 time
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TDDVandy (/user/TDDVandy) Aug 19 · 11:36:17 AM (/comments/1413480/57331411#comment_57331411)

Remember the old saying...

If you give voters a choice between a Republican and a Republican, they will choose the Republican
every time.
Recommended 18 times
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Aug 19 · 03:33:14 PM (/comments/1413480/57334842#comment_57334842)

I thought it was between a Republican-Lite and a Republican, they'd vote for the
Republican every time.
Recommended 0 times
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cape cod dem (/user/cape cod dem) Aug 19 · 11:37:15 AM (/comments/1413480/57331420#comment_57331420)

Wow. That truly makes my heart hurt. "Wait, you can still vote for us, we're actually Republicans,
no really!" WTF, Kansas Dems??
Recommended 21 times
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CindyV (/user/CindyV) Aug 19 · 11:45:02 AM (/comments/1413480/57331520#comment_57331520)

Some of the most progressive poll questions Received the least amount of support. I'm afraid
the ones that were most popular are still pretty Tea Party-ish: reduce taxes for the masses, but still
x the roads.
It is still Kansas. I'm not saying I agree with rolling over and playing dead. But I also don't see signs
in this poll that the population there is signi cantly shifting left.
Poll results that showed a strong shift left would put the minimum wage hike, renewable energy
standards, and expanding Medicaid up around 70%, at least, for starters.
Recommended 5 times

[new]

(/user/Chris Reeves)
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CindyV

Aug 19 · 11:52:08 AM (/comments/1413480/57331619#comment_57331619)

Regressive taxes.. Received the most support; that is taxing the poor while rewarding the
rich.
And on the other issues (Body Cam, Medicaid Expansion, etc.) those are issues any
progressive should get behind.
Recommended 8 times
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CindyV

Aug 19 · 11:52:08 AM (/comments/1413480/57331620#comment_57331620)

Hard to see why.. when one party claims itself to be Republicans, and the other is the
party of Brownback. If you don't articulate another side, people will gravitate towards the
only side o ered.
Recommended 7 times
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Aug 19 · 12:47:23 PM (/comments/1413480/57332384#comment_57332384)

So where are all those progressive victories? People who make this argument
have precious few actual progressives to point to that win in real life in red areas.
They run, all over the place, at all di erent levels, in enemy territory. And they
lose.
Recommended 1 time
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Where are all the ConservaDem victories? The Kansas Democratic
Party has been giving up ground to the GOP for decades. Every election
we think "it can't get worse" but it does. The Kansas Dems run to the
right, exclusively, as this diary is yet another example of.
Yet this Conservative campaign strategy fails to deliver. So they double
down and go full tilt GOP-Lite. Again.
When this strategy fails, will the KDP decide they need to go even
further to the right? Will pro-establishment KDPers blame Prgressives?
I think we know the answers to both those questions.
Hell, the KDP actively and publicly recruits Republicans to switch parties
and run as Dems in primaries against actual Democrats.
The real question is why do the Dems continue to run away from the
base? Do they think the base is going to follow them around like a lost
puppy dog? They will never win with this rightward trajectory. No one
can win when the base believes they know for a fact they are not being
represented.
Perception is reality. The reality to Kansas voters is that you have 3
options every election: the Republican, the Republican-wannabe, or skip
voting and get the same result.
Recommended 1 time
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Sherrod Brown, for one Ohio isn't exactly red territory, but he outran
the president in 2012. Brown ipped several red counties in south and
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east Ohio that are traditionally working class areas. These counties were
~60% Romney counties.
But the thing is, we very rarely run an actual, legit progressive candidate
for any competitive race. I'm not talking gad y progressives with no
electoral experience or quali cations for federal o ce, I'm talking state
senators, congresspeople, etc running for statewide o ce. We
invariably run moderates for swing o ces. Rarely are we even given the
choice between an experienced, proven progressive and a Republican in
a swing or red state/district.
Recommended 0 times
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Brad Ashford Nebraska
Recommended 0 times
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You are spot on.
Recommended 0 times
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Our party's logo is a donkey not a jackass! I'm absolutely disgusted that my state's party
leadership would even think about calling our party Red State Democrats. We need a message that
tells the people of Kansas that voting Democratic means something di erent from voting
Republican. Red State Democrats sounds like a bunch of jackasses that want a one party system.
Recommended 14 times
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So, not 49 State Solution...yet. n/t
Recommended 3 times
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Di erent kind of folks. My grandfather was the son of homesteaders, born in a dugout south of
Ft Hayes, KS. I have often wondered why in God's name those families stopped their wagons in the
middle of no where, sometimes miles from the nearest neighbor, to raise their families lives in a
very harsh life.
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To this day, for most of these farming families, nothing comes easy. And while all of them have
bene ted from our Federal government's crop supports and other actions, like the Homestead Act,
they do see themselves as self su cient, and have no sympathy for others.
Strangely, they also don't like people who do not know what they are doing, people who lie, people
who repeatedly fail by doing the wrong thing again and again, and people who do little hard work
and enrich themselves o of others. And yet these are things conservative republican politicians
do, and have been doing for 40 years.
The republican party has relied on dividing this country to achieve and retain power. Kansas
Democrats need to be communicating their commitment to focusing on those things that work,
those things are proven to provide greater opportunities for the next and future generations, and
those things that can make the lives of the vast majority of the country better, whereas the
republican's intended proposals will, as in the past, make things worse.
Recommended 6 times
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Something's gotta give Look, they got swept last year when Brownback was incredibly weak.
People already didn't like him or his agenda, but he still won comfortably enough.
The name change was a bad idea, glad they backed out of that. And asking "What issues do you
think the party could/should be more conservative regarding?" is rather clumsy. But they have to
do something and moving left just seems like delusional thinking. This is one of the most
Republican states in the country.
I'm of the opinion that rural Democrats outside of New England should run against the "elites" in
the big cities. The idea that what urban liberals want is going to carry a state like Kansas is
untenable.
Recommended 1 time
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By de nition "One of the most Republican states in the country" and "broke the state"
means that Republican policies do not work, period. And the only direction to go
pragmatically is toward traditional New Deal policies and scal mechanisms.
Recommended 1 time
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Aug 19 · 01:07:56 PM (/comments/1413480/57332673#comment_57332673)

And then drive huge rifts between the rest of the state and Sedgwick and Johnson
counties.
Mostly, single party red states (I live in one) need to run good candidates when available
and avoid running people with excessive baggage. In AZ, the party would have been
better o not running Pederson, not running Saban (who is running again) and not
running Goddard even if it led to empty ballot lines. The worse the brand is in these
states, the more resistant to electoral accountability the incumbents become.
The "50 state strategy" isn't quite right in a single party state. In AZ, for example,
cannibalizing Congresspeople for statewide votes seems to be more fruitful than "building
from the bottom". Trying to forcefeed previously unsuccessful candidates just to have the
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ballot line be occupied is probably the worst way forward.
Recommended 3 times

[new]

(/user/TarheelDem)
TarheelDem (/user/TarheelDem)

AZphilosopher

Aug 19 · 01:13:21 PM (/comments/1413480/57332746#comment_57332746)

Forcefeeding losers ...indicates an establishment that lacks winners and lacks a
bench development process.
Recommended 2 times

[new]

(/user/AZphilosopher)
AZphilosopher (/user/AZphilosopher)

TarheelDem

Aug 19 · 01:40:05 PM (/comments/1413480/57333129#comment_57333129)

True enough, but the "put a guy on every line" approach has obviously
reached its limit in AZ. AZ has one advantage KS does not, which is a
roughly equal congressional delegation. Build the Gubernatorial race
out of that and then get elected o cials out of Gubernatorial sta . I'm
perfectly content with leaving lines blank while this process happens.
The "just put a Democratic line in front of Brewer/Arpaio/Horne and
opposition will ock and we'll win" approach just won't work and
Rotellini, Goddard, DuVal, Pederson, Saban just hurt the brand and
make it more di cult for the serious candidates to win even when there
is massive mismanagement.
Recommended 0 times

[new]

(/user/slothlax)
slothlax (/user/slothlax)

AZphilosopher

Aug 19 · 02:39:35 PM (/comments/1413480/57334039#comment_57334039)

Interesting take I've always had the position that you want
someone on every line not just so we can simply have
someone to vote for, but also to build organization. All those
volunteers have something to engage with that they might not
otherwise, gives local Dems in that particular district someone
the next level up to connect to, ect. But if the people running
in high pro le races are just bad candidates, that image
problem might not be overcome by organization. Interesting.
Recommended 2 times

[new]

(/user/AZphilosopher)
AZphilosopher (/user/AZphil…

slothlax

Aug 19 · 03:47:36 PM
(/comments/1413480/57335059#comment_57335059)

Strategies are time and circumstance dependent. I
can tell you that Arpaio has not been ousted, though
he's always had an opponent and declining
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popularity. Even the one major success story, the
Pearce recall was an intramural Republican ght that
Dems (such as myself) joined the dogpile.
I understand the need to "rally the troops" for GOTV
purposes, but consistent losses make people think
that the party in question can't govern. In AZ, you can
put any candidate up against a Republican and lose by
5 points. The interesting thing is what e ect that had
in the State Superintendent of Education race where
an unquali ed Republican candidate won by 1%.
Recommended 0 times

[new]

(/user/slothlax)
slothlax (/user/slothlax)

AZphilosopher

Aug 19 · 01:28:37 PM (/comments/1413480/57332951#comment_57332951)

Those rifts already exist My take is that its better to have a majority, even if
some of that majority is not to my liking, than have a minority comprised entirely
of people that can check all the boxes.
Recommended 1 time

[new]

(/user/KansasLib)
KansasLib (/user/KansasLib) Aug 19 · 12:26:05 PM (/comments/1413480/57332094#comment_57332094)

Count me out of this! Have we not learned anything??? The Democratic Party in Kansas better
rethink this strategy. Rebranding the party sounds like we are trying to hide something. I am
proud to be a Democrat and am proud of the things we stand for and I reject the idea that I am
di erent than a democrat in California. This is such a bad idea and is more o ensive to me than
the 65% of Republicans who have run this state into the ground. In essence it says, "If you were
just a bit more stupid, people might vote for you."
What a bunch of crap!
Recommended 8 times

[new]

(/user/TheLeftistheCenter)
TheLeftistheCenter (/user/TheLeftistheCenter) Aug 19 · 12:32:48 PM (/comments/1413480/57332188#comment_57332188)

When will Dems learn that the more they become like Repubs the more people will just vote for
the real thing?
Recommended 3 times

[new]

(/user/Rosalie907)
Rosalie907 (/user/Rosalie907) Aug 19 · 12:50:54 PM (/comments/1413480/57332434#comment_57332434)

This is one of the things That's the matter with Kansas. I guess they never realized that pandering
to the right isn't going to work.
Recommended 2 times

[new]
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(/user/TarheelDem)
TarheelDem (/user/TarheelDem) Aug 19 · 01:03:23 PM (/comments/1413480/57332610#comment_57332610)

Why don't they just ...become Republicans with that new direction?
In boxing, what they are doing is called "taking a fall".
In Kansas, being " scally conservative" has lost all meaning. What they and the Republicans really
mean is that they are scared to raise taxes on the Koch Brothers (Wichita, remember?).
If other states hadn't already killed the donkey in 2014, it would be worth telling the party
organization to surrender the donkey and all Democratic branding to the DNC. But alas, party
branding means less than candidate stature these days. And you know where stature of politicians
ranks.
The party that organizes a statewide campaign that savages Brownback and what he and his
legislature have done will likely win. Being able to do that and re-establish the mandate of a
government to raise money through taxation will allow the government to function again.
How can a party position itself to argue that the the Republicans broke the state (likely close to
true) when you forgo the means to x it. Or try to argle-bargle your way into o ce.
It's why Bernie needs to have his own slates all the way down to the legislature.
Recommended 2 times

[new]

(/user/ColoTim)
ColoTim (/user/ColoTim)

TarheelDem

Aug 19 · 03:42:12 PM (/comments/1413480/57334959#comment_57334959)

Many of the "Democrats" in Kansas used to be Republicans. That's what Sebelius and
her Lt. Governor were. The party moved so far right they only felt comfortable in the
Democratic party, which is why they changed a liations and why, for a short time, Kansas
had some statewide elected Democrats. But when Obama cannibalized the red state
Democratic governors (KS and AZ) he basically doomed them to have Republicans in
power for the next several years at least.
There hasn't been a real, Democratic majority in Kansas in generations, so it's an illusion
to dream that they're going to come up with one by next year or even 2018. It's basically
been Fringe Republicans, Former Republicans and Democrats in Kansas and the
Democrats have always been fairly conservative. I can't think of anyone progressive in
any position of authority in Kansas since John Brown and I'm not too sure of even him. I
can't remember John Docking, but that's maybe an exception that would prove a rule.
Recommended 0 times

[new]

(/user/IndieGuy)
IndieGuy (/user/IndieGuy) Aug 19 · 01:05:13 PM (/comments/1413480/57332639#comment_57332639)

Regarding the TJ:
We Cannot be the Republican-Light Party!

Too late.
Recommended 2 times

[new]

(/user/Kansas Progressive)
Kansas Progressive (/user/Kansas Progressive) Aug 19 · 01:35:20 PM (/comments/1413480/57333059#comment_57333059)

Republican Lite And the Kansas Democrats wonder why they get their asses handed to them in
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every damn election since 2010.
I didn't become a Kansas Democrat to be suddenly morphed into a Republican.
Demofest at Wichita this weekend is going to be one hell of a ght.
Recommended 4 times

[new]

(/user/SlightKC)
SlightKC (/user/SlightKC) Aug 19 · 01:42:15 PM (/comments/1413480/57333164#comment_57333164)

No way! I'm going to be changing from "una liated" to "Democratic" just so I can vote in the
primary. (I've been independent all my life!). So, if these goofs go ahead and "rebrand" it's gonna
look like I'm supporting them, when in fact I'm doing the exact opposite -- I'm nally "a liating"
with the Democratic party because I want a say in who from "our" side becomes president -- and
believe me, it's the Progressive side I'm pushing around here!
Beyond that, they could have done this any time after Reagan, so they wait until even their outside
consultants say the progressive lines poll better? Sounds to me like the guy who bought a hot
stock, needed the money suddenly, and sells it at a loss...
... always a day late and a dollar short.
They're really pushing me to move to another state...
Recommended 4 times

[new]

(/user/Meteor Blades)
Meteor Blades (/user/Meteor Blades) Aug 19 · 01:58:35 PM (/comments/1413480/57333452#comment_57333452)

Geez. Thanks for the analysis, Chris, even... ...though it makes me grind my molars.
Recommended 4 times

[new]

(/user/Avedee)
Avedee (/user/Avedee) Aug 19 · 02:50:29 PM (/comments/1413480/57334202#comment_57334202)

Without the wave Paul Davis would have won and Dems should have a good chance to win the
Governorship after 2 terms of Sam Brownback.
Recommended 0 times

[new]

(/user/bluebarnstormer)
bluebarnstormer (/user/bluebarnstormer) Aug 19 · 03:05:28 PM (/comments/1413480/57334406#comment_57334406)

KDP takes 'Both parties are the same' to new level But the voters aren't the same. And if the
Democratic/Leftie voters aren't given a reason to vote they will simply stay home. We are in real
trouble if this is the kind of leadership the Dems have.
Once 'Both parties are the same' becomes believable the Democratic Party ceases to exist.
Rush Limbaugh and the Koch's must be laughing their asses o over bloodwine and baby seal
steaks.
This is the kind of stu that can get Kansas Progressives to Feel the Bern!!!
Thanks for being on top of this stu Chris!
Recommended 2 times
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[new]

(/user/de uxion10)
de uxion10 (/user/de uxion10) Aug 19 · 03:38:07 PM (/comments/1413480/57334908#comment_57334908)

Could the Dkos network nd Real Democratic Party People with a Strong Liberal Progressive
Platform to primary all these Turncoats?
Recommended 0 times

[new]

(/user/Chris Reeves)
Chris Reeves (/user/Chris Reeves)

de uxion10

Aug 19 · 10:47:29 PM (/comments/1413480/57340416#comment_57340416)

We're working hard at it.. In Wichita we may have news on that front in several races...
though we're challenging (R)s for the most part ... hadn't really considered the other
option until very recently.
Recommended 1 time

[new]

(/user/wgaskill)
wgaskill (/user/wgaskill) Aug 20 · 02:05:58 PM (/comments/1413480/57346832#comment_57346832)

scal conservative Since the Republican party hasn't been scally conservative since the early 80's
(start of "Starve the Beast"), it's good that the Democrats can highlight that they will watch the
balance sheet (avoiding unfunded mandates, cutting back excess military, etc.) in place of the party
that is rmly in the pockets of the rich.
Recommended 0 times
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